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Project description (12 lines max):
A major goal of the MICROKELVIN project is to develop technology to better enable the cooling of electronic devices and nanocircuits to temperatures below 1mK. For this purpose a new EU Access Facility machine was recently built at Lancaster. A major obstacle to cooling electronic devices is heat generated by
noise transmitted through electrical leads. To address this, sophisticated wiring/filter protocols and designs
developed by Stefan Ludwig’s group in Munich are being implemented in the new machine at Lancaster.
The Ludwig group have also developed high quality low temperature measurement techniques for nanostructures which they produce in-house. This project aims to perform the first ultralow temperature measurements on nanostructures built in Munich. To achieve this, Stefan Ludwig and Florian Forster require
several visits to the Lancaster Access Facility to further develop the necessary measurement techniques
and thermometry and to perform the preliminary measurements.
This application is for the second visit of Stefan Ludwig to Lancaster under this project.
Scientific objectives of the project (12 lines max):
The primary scientific and technological objective of this collaborative project is to investigate nanoelectronic circuits in a hitherto unrivalled range of ultralow temperatures. This will allow us to reach lower energy
scales and go well beyond the present state-of-the-art to investigate collective and phase sensitive quantum phenomena such as: mesoscopic interferometry effects; quantum Hall phases; the Kondo effect in
coupled quantum dots; the 0.7 anomaly in quantum point contacts; and the hyperfine interaction between
confined electrons and many nuclear spins. One of our main efforts will be to study coherent dynamics and
entanglement in semiconductor-based quantum information circuits at ultralow temperatures. The combination of expertise in ultralow temperature physics in Lancaster and low temperature nanoelectronic measurements in Munich provides the framework for a successful collaboration. Nanostructures are being produced and initially characterised in Munich, while the final ultralow temperature measurements will be performed in Lancaster.
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Technical description of work to be performed (20 lines max):
Presently we are installing cables, filters and samples for measurement in the newly built dilution unit at the
Universtity of Lancaster, and we are exchanging skills and technology between Munich and Lancaster, with
visits in both directions. This includes sets of room temperature filtering and measurements devices that
have been transported to Lancaster from Munich.
The idea of this second visit of Stefan Ludwig is to join the Lancaster group and his own PhD-student, Florian Forster, who will at that time be performing experiments on nanodevices fabricated in the Munich lab.
Florian will already have spent several weeks preparing experiments in Lancaster at this time. The aim of
Stefan's visit is to Lancaster is to foster the ongoing measurements and to actively participate in the planning of future experiments based on the first results.
We consider this visit of Stefan Ludwig at Lancaster to be crucial for the success of our ongoing collaboration.
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